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GSD 1a, one of the most common types of glycogen storage diseases, is

caused by a lack of microsomal glucose-6-phosphate (G6Pase) activity,

which catalyzes the final stage of glycogenolysis. The enzyme is normally

expressed in the liver, kidney, and intestinal mucosa, and its absence is

associated with excess glycogen accumulation in these organs. GSD 1a is a

rare autosomal recessively inherited disease. The disease manifests with

severe hypoglycemia, hepatomegaly, growth retardation and bleeding

diathesis. Many genetic mutations have been identified that cause the

glucose 6 phosphatase enzyme to lose its function. Mutations occurring in

the catalytic subunit of this enzyme lead to type 1A glycogen storage

disease. The catalytic subunit consists of 5 exons. Studies have shown that

the structure of the enzyme is mostly affected by the R83C mutation with a

ratio of 37%. The R83C mutation occurred with the conversion of the C

nucleotide in the 326th region in the second exon to T nucleotide. This

mutation caused the transformation of arginine amino acid to cysteine amino

acid in the protein structure. This change caused a defect in the structure of

the catalytic subunit localized in the endopasmic reticulum (ER)

transmembrane of the enzyme. Mutations occurring in the catalytic subunit

are not limited to the R83C mutation only. Therefore, based on mutation

analysis, we think that focusing on the whole gene rather than on the part of

the gene such as the exon or promoter region will be more beneficial in

terms of the efficiency and applicability of gene therapy. When we look at

these propositions, CRISPR gene editing technology is so important that it

cannot be ignored. We will have the chance to capture permanent

expression in cells with gene editing technology through the CRISPR

transposase process; Additionally applicability in the laboratory will increase

and the high cost of treatment will decrease for many sick individuals,

especially children, who now have to live with this disease.
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1- https://www.kreatifbiri.com/nadir-yasamlarglikojen-depo-hastaligi/

2- https://www.kreatifbiri.com/nadir-hastaliklar-nedir/ (Resim 1)

3- Yakup Artik, a member of our team, worked actively as a TÜSEB volunteer at KSS EAH 

during the diagnosis process and tried to convey Radichallenge to everyone in this process. 

(Figure 2,3,4)

4- Our Instagram Address : https://www.instagram.com/sosc_gsd/

5-Our Twitter Address: https://twitter.com/sosc_gsd

PBR322-E.coli cloning vectors: The length

of the plasmid containing ampicillin and

tetracycline, which are antibiotic resistance

genes, is 4361 base pairs. The gene we

want to transfer is g6pc. Since there will be

a genome integration control after the

transfection process, the GFP gene is right

behind the gene we are interested in. Since

it will be thrown behind the promoter in the

target region, only the exons of this gene

will be determined and transferred to the

plasmid.
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Circular map of plazmit pBR322 

G6PC gene.

CRISPR-Cas is a two component system: the single guide RNA (sgRNA)

directs the Cas9 nuclease to a complementary sequence in the genome where

Cas9 will induce a double-strand break (DSB). The target genomic locus must

be followed by a 5’-NGG-3’ motif (protospacet adjacent motif, PAM) for Cas9 to

function.

Other variants of the Cas nuclease have been engineered to function in

mammalian cells, including a nuclease-deficient Cas9 (dCas9) fused to various

effector domains: a transcriptional activator for activatinon of gene expression,

a transcriptional repressor to knockdown gene expression, epigenetic effectors

such as DNA methytransferases (DNMT) for methylation, and base editors

such as cytosin base editors (CBE) for generating poin mutations. While

CRISPR-induced mutations are identified after delivery of the sgRNA library,

mutagenesis mutations with transposon continue to occur during a screening

due to transposition.
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We created our second plasmid from

the snappgene application that

contains tnsQ, tnsC, tnsB, Cas12,

trcrRNA and sgrna. The length of the

plasmid, which contains ampicillin and

tetracycline, which are antibiotic

resistance genes, is 5505 bp. (sgRNA

sequence, plasmid map is included in

attached files.)


